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Video boomerang loop video

In a world dominated by visual content, a captivating video can help drive your brand's success. But creating stunning video content is only possible with the help of an editing program. The most popular video editing tools carry a high price, but there are some equally good options that don't cost a penny. This is good news for the star-eyed entrepreneur. Whether it's Instagram stories, Facebook ads or
YouTube product testimonials, with the best free video editing software out there will make your brand look smooth and professional. With the amount and quality of available video editing software, you don't have to be Spielberg – or have its budget – to achieve epic results. For this article, we've put together the best free video editing software for 2021. Our list focuses on the most versatile video editing
software we could find. While each user has different needs, this guide gives you a good overview of what to expect from each video editor and how to make the most of it. We have divided our selection into the best free video editing software for desktop, mobile video editing apps and video editors for Instagram. Ready to get started? Lights, Camera, Action! Don't wait for someone else to do it. Rent and
start calling the shots. Getting Started Free Free Video Editing Software for DesktopThe following list of best video editing software is desktop-based and includes free apps. Desktop applications typically have more editing power than mobile apps. Use these video editors when you need to create longer-form content for YouTube or your website. All these video editors are either completely free to use or
have an excellent free version. And their use ranges from basic to advanced.1. BlenderAvailable on Windows, Mac and Linux. Blender, one of the best free video editing software on the market, is available for Windows, Mac and Linux. Blender is an open source program that is completely free to use. The tool was actually designed as a 3D animation suite, but it comes with a very useful video editor.
Blender's video editor should be sufficient for most of your video needs. The editor allows you to perform basic actions such as video cuts and splicing. You can also use it to perform more complex tasks such as video masking. This makes it a very flexible video editor that serves both beginners and advanced users. The Blender Video Editor includes the following features:Live Preview, Luma Waveform,
Chroma Vector scope, and Histogram Displays. Audio mixing, syncing, and waveform visualization. Up to 32 slots to add video, images, audio and effects. Speed control, adjustment layers, transitions, keyframes, filters, and more. Pros: Perfect for advanced users who aren't deterred by all the features. Cons: The sheer set of functions make the learning curve a little steeper. Most tutorials focus on the 3D
animation/modeling page. The resources that help you with the video editor are very limited. Best Best Advanced projects that can include 3D animations. Blender reviews: Check out Blender user reviews2. Lightworks Available on Windows, Mac and Linux. Lightworks is another great free video editing software available on Windows, Mac and Linux. Lightworks is one of the more powerful video editors on
the list. It is packed with tons of useful features. The free version should be more than enough for most users. The free version of Lightworks includes: High-precision video trimming. Multicam support. Export to 720p for YouTube.A wide range of video formats supported. While most features are included, 4K video support for YouTube and Vimeo is only included in the paid version of the software, which
costs about 25 dollars per month. Compared to Blender, Lightworks has many great video tutorials that can make it faster to run. Check out this feature comparison to make sure the free version has what you need. Pros: Very powerful video editor with many advanced features. Cons: 4K video support only in paid version. Some users may find Lightworks too advanced. Best for: All-round desktop video
editing. Lightworks Reviews: Check out Lightworks User Reviews3. ShotcutAvailable on Windows, Mac and Linux. Shotcut is one of the best free video editing software programs available on Windows, Mac and Linux. Shotcut, like Blender, is a fully open source program. This means that after downloading, you will have access to all features without the need for a paid upgrade. This video editor supports a
wide range of video formats and has a large collection of tutorial videos. While this video editing software has great features, some users may find the user interface a bit quirky. This is because Shotcut was originally developed for Linux and definitely shows it. But under the hood it is still a high quality video editor. Two of Shotcut's most eye-catching features are 4K HD resolution support and timeline
editing. Not many free video editors offer support for 4K resolution. Also, Shotcut doesn't require you to import your video into the editor: this can be a timepiece if you're dealing with large video files. Pros: Native timeline editing and 4K resolution support. Cons: The quirky interface may be dissendia for some users. Best for: 4K, HD video projects. Shotcut Reviews: Check out Shotcut User Reviews4.
DaVinci ResolveAvailable on Windows, Mac and Linux. DaVinci Resolve is arguably the most advanced video editor on List. Although it has many professional video functions, its interfaces remain intuitive. In addition to video slicing and trimming, you can master audio and proper color. The app also gives you the ability to add 2D and 3D titles to your video. If you only want to trim and upload your videos,
DaVinci Resolve's extensive functionality may be too extensive. However, if your video project is a bit more advanced, the free version of this software is hard to beat. DiVinci Resolve functions are:Advanced trimmulticam editingColor correctionAudio masteringPros: masteringPros: interfaces and incredible color correction. Cons: Its wide range of features make it a little overwhelming, and not all tutorials
are free. Best for: Advanced projects where you need to correct colors. DaVinci Resolve Reviews: Check out DaVinci Resolve User Reviews5. OpenshotAvailable on Windows, Mac and Linux. Openshot is completely open source, making it one of the best video editing software that is accessible. It may remind some Mac users a little of iMovie with its easy-to-use drag-and-drop interface. However,
Openshot offers more features than iMovie, including unlimited layering and audio mixing. This free editor creates a nice balance between advanced features and a simple interface. It also allows real-time previews when you create transitions between clips. Openshot features include:Unlimited tracks/layersclip resizing, scaling, trimming, snapping, rotating and cutting video transitions with real-time
previewcompositing, image overlays, watermark title templates, title creation, subtitle3D animated titles (and effects)Advanced timeline (including drag &amp; drop, scrolling, paning, zooming and snapping)Pros: Open Source, Unlimited Layers. Cons: Not so many video tutorials. Best for: Ideal for users who are just starting video editing. Openshot Reviews: Check out Openshot User Reviews6.
AvidemuxAvailable on Windows, Mac and Linux. Avidemux is one of the best video editing software for beginners because its user interface is very easy to navigate. This program can help you perform basic tasks such as: Simple CutEncodingFilteringIf you are completely new in video editing, this might be a good place to start. Pros: Very simple software; no need to read technical documents. Cons: Not
as many features as other video editors. Best for: Basic editing tasks for beginners. Avidemux Reviews: Check out Avidemux User Reviews7. HitFilm ExpressAvailable for Mac and Windows. HitFilm Express is one of the more professional video editors to make the list. It includes all the features you would expect from a simple editor (splicing, trimming and audio editing) and much more. While some users
find HitFilm a little advanced, it is certainly one of the best all-round free video editors out there. The free package includes over 180 special effects. The tutorials are mainly based on well-known Hollywood movies like Star Wars, but these are very interactive and captivating. Before you can download this software, Hitfilm prompts you to share a status update on social media. However, this is a very small
price for such advanced software to Hitfilm features include: Advanced cutting toolsKeying for greenscreen effectsAudio and video filtersCompositing toolsLayers and masking3D video supportPros: Truly professional video editor without the price tag. Cons: May take some time to learn the interface. Best for: YouTuber Vlogs - YouTube upload is integrated. HitFilm Express reviews: Check out HitFilm
Express user reviews8. InVideoAvailable on Windows and Mac Mac Video editing tool is ideal for marketers, publishers, individuals and agencies alike. With support for smart frames, automated voice overs, and more, this software is best in class for many different reasons. Users praise this video editing software for its amazing customer service, UX, value for money and of course its features. With new
high-quality video templates that have been added most months, this tool is good for both beginners and experienced video editors. It is deceptively easy to use, and has amazing flexibility. Invideo features include:Audio ToolsBrand/Text OverlayCollaborationSpeed AdjustmentSplit / MergeSupports HD ResolutionVideo StabilizationPros: Awesome to quickly create presentation videos. Cons: It is not an all-
in-one video editor because you cannot add more than one audio file, etc. Best for: Create marketing videos or lists for your blog. InVideo Reviews: Check Out InVideo User Reviews9. iMovieAvailable on Mac Good old iMovie comes baked in Mac OS. Like most native Mac apps, this video editor is very intuitive to use. iMovie's drag-and-drop interface allows you to quickly move and edit video elements.
Mac users can use it as a playground to learn the basics of video editing. iMovie features include:Library of pre-built transitionsVideo trimingAudio editingSplit screen4K resolution supportPros: Easy to learn. Cons: Advanced users may find features a little limited; Import and render times can be a bit slow. Best for: Mac users get started with Videoediting.iMovie reviews: Check out iMovie User Reviews10.
VSDC Free Video EditorAvailable on Windows. One of the best free video editing software available only on Windows is VSDC. The free version features a powerful set of features such as color correction and audio editing. The color mix lets you customize the look of the video to match your brand image. Instagram-like filters are also available to help beginners save time editing. You can also use VSDC to
create different masks to blur, hide, or use specific elements in your footage. The Pro version costs '19.99 and includes image stabilization, voice-over support and visual waveform. If you choose not to upgrade to the Pro version, technical support will cost USD 9.99 for one month or USD 14.99 for a year. Pros: Relatively easy to learn with many powerful features. Cons: Technical support is not free;
Windows only. Best for: Windows-based editing projectsVSDC ratings: Check out VSDC user ratings Machete Video Editor LiteAvailable on Windows. Machete Lite is one of the simpler editors in the list and is great for fast editing tasks. In the free version, you can't edit audio, but you can remove audio tracks. In addition, the free version only supports AVI and WMV files. Features of Machete Video Editor
Lite include:Copying, cutting, pasting and deleting video file fragmentsIntegrate one video into another of the same formatEdit metadata (file tags) for all compatible media formatsExtract video video as a single fileThe full version costs 19.95 USD, and it allows you to edit audio and supports more file types. Pros: Super easy to learn and use. Cons: Windows only; does not support as many file types as
other programs; no audio editing. Best for: Simple video splicing. Machete Reviews: Check out Machete User Reviews12. VideoPadAvailable on Windows VideoPad is one of the best video editing tools to get your first steps into the world of multimedia video editing. It's perfect for anyone playing around with video compositions as it's easy and easy to use. Advanced video editors, however, find it too easy.
VideoPad features include:Library of pre-made transitionsExport Movies In Multiple Resolutions3D Video EditingReduce Camera ShakesSound Effects LibraryPros: Robust features for direct export to YouTube and other social platforms. Cons: Too easy for advanced users. Best for: Beginners who start video editing. VideoPad Reviews: Check out VideoPad User Reviews13. Freemake Video
ConverterAvailable on Windows Freemake is a free video converter that can modify and convert videos, extract audio from video clips and embed videos in websites. Easy and fast, Freemake allows you to convert video clips to play on different mobile devices and gadgets. The software can convert videos between more than 500 video file formats and supports multiple audio and image file formats for
creating slideshows and video clips. Freemake features include:Convert Videos Fast and SimpleConvert Movies With SubtitlesConvert Between 500+ FormatsCut, Join, And Rotate Clips4K resolution supportPros: No expertise required. Cons: When you install for the first time, some features are locked for three days. Best for: Converting videos to a variety of file formats. Freemake Reviews: Check out
Freemake User ReviewsBest Free Video Editing Software for MobileThese apps are for people who like to record and share videos from their smartphones and edit videos along the way. Although there are many great video editing apps, this list covers some of the best, most intuitive, and free video software for mobile devices.14. QuikAvailable on iOS and Android Quik is another free video editing app
from the makers of GoPro. This app is similar to Splice, but takes a little editing power away from the user. It has automatic trimming and editing features that speed up the editing process, but you can still edit your clips manually if you want more control. It's impressive what Quik can do automatically: it searches your video to find great moments and even add transitions. If you really need fast editing, this is
the app for you. Also, unlike Splice, it is also available for Android users! Pros: Automatic editing of functions. Cons: Some users may want more editing control. Best for: Fast, individual video edits. Quik reviews: Check out Quik user reviews15. Adobe Premiere RushAvailable on iOS and Android Adobe Premiere Rush is a very popular mobile video editing app. Video editing app. Music (your own or
included from the library), transitions, automatic color correction, and you're ready to share your video. With the two modes Freeform and Automatic, you can choose to keep edit control or select Adobe transitions and have your clip automatically trimmed. Adobe users will be happy to know that this app is wonderfully synced with other Adobe staples like Lightroom.Pros: Easy to use; Adobe Creative Cloud
support. Cons: There are some basic features missing, such as the ability to rotate clips. Best for: Basic mobile video editing. Adobe Premiere Rush Reviews: View Adobe Premiere Rush User Reviews16. HorizonAvailable for iOS and Android. Horizon is a simple app that allows users to capture videos horizontally, regardless of the location of their phone. When we rush to capture a moment, we can forget
to tilt the phone and capture the action horizontally. This app can help you solve this problem: all recordings in the app are captured horizontally, no matter how you flip your phone. Watch this demo to see how it works. If you want to avoid vertically recorded videos and do something quickly, Horizon has you covered. Pros: Very easy to use; never waste vertical content. Cons: Android version is not as
advanced as iOS version; Some in-app purchases may be required depending on your needs. Best for: Always capture film horizontally. Horizon reviews: View Horizon user reviews Available on iOS and Android. Promo.com is a great tool to create beautiful, professional videos, especially for social media posts and advertising. With a web and mobile version of the program, you can easily edit videos at
your desk or on the go. Features include: Audio ToolsBrand/Text OverlaySocial SharingSpeed AdjustmentSplit / MergeHD ResolutionVideo CapturePros: Super easy to use, very intuitive UX and great automation. Cons: Due to the screen size, it can be difficult to position text and images in the mobile version. Best for: Quick and easy way to create high-quality ads. Promo.com reviews: Check out
Promo.com user reviews18. GoProAvailable for iOS and Android. GoPro is one of the most popular free video editing apps for iPhone and Android users. This app is easy to learn thanks to its intuitive user interface. With GoPro, you can edit and cut videos with just a few taps. Add some transitions and sounds from the large built-in library, and your video can share them. Pros: Easy and very easy to use.
Cons: Can be a bit glitchy. best If you need to edit a video quickly. GoPro Reviews: Check out GoPro User ReviewsBest Free Video Editing Apps for InstagramWe all love Instagram. But as an online entrepreneur, you know how important it is to make your brand look professional in the app. So why not take your Instagram Stories to the next level with these video editing apps? By the way, all of the mobile
video editing apps listed above also work great for Instagram. However, the video editing apps below have been specially developed with the Instagram Instagram with regard to.19. MagistoAvailable for iOS and Android. Magisto is an award-winning AI video editor. Add your photos, videos, music and whatever you want to include, and it will automatically edit and create your video. And the results are
pretty impressive. By choosing the type of story you want to tell, magisto can save you a lot of time with its smart video editor to provide you with a professional video. It's awesome for making quick Instagram posts. It looks like you've spent at least a few hours working on your work. Pros: The AI results are really impressive. Cons: You sacrifice some speed editing control. Best for: Fast, professional-
looking video editing. Magisto Reviews: Check out Magisto User Reviews20. Boomerang Available for iOS and Android. Boomerang, available on iOS and Android, is an app created by Instagram. This app helps you use your photos to create more engaging content. Shoot an outburst of up to 10 photos, and Boomerang will turn them into a mini video. Thanks to native support, you can post directly from
the app on Instagram. Boomerang's features include:Shoot mini-videos for Instagram StoriesSmooth out video bumpsforth and backSave footage on camera rollPros: Very easy to use and share content. Cons: This is pretty much a one-feature app. Best for: Turn photos into engaging video content. Boomerang Reviews: Check out Boomerang User Reviews21. HyperlapseOnly available on iOS.
Hyperlapse is great for time-lapse videos. This app was created by Instagram so it really has that platform in mind. By condensing a lot of time in a short video, Hyperlapse can create interesting videos for your followers. This app also eliminates the need for tripods due to its impressive stabilization technology. This type of time-lapse video could work great to show how a product is made. When you're done
with your time-lapse video, you can share it directly on Instagram. You can also speed up your time lapse by up to 12x. Pros: Stabilization technology means you don't need a tripod. Cons: iOS only; can make a few attempts to achieve great results. Best for: Shooting stunning time lapse.22. PicPlayPostAvailable for iOS and Android. There are times when you just want to post a video collage without
making fancy edits. PicPlayPost is just the app for such moments. With the app, you can assemble a college in seconds to share travel videos, view how-toes, and more. PicPlayPost features include:Choose from 9 frame video collagesAdd and add GI gifs of GiphyAdd watermark with an image logo or textPros: Simple video editor without the unnecessary, confusing features. Cons: Sewing multiple
collages together requires an upgrade. Best for: Create beautiful collages of your video footage. PicPlayPost Reviews: Check out PicPlayPost User Reviews23. Apple ClipsOnly available on iOS. While some native Apple apps fall short, Apple Clips is one of the good ones. This app covers most of your video editing needs Instagram. You can merge clips and edit the timeline. Two of the coolest features are
the ability to edit your background and give your content a comic feel. The next great feature is live title: just record a video, and Apple Clips automatically adds subtitles while you're talking (synced with your voice). After you're done, just go back and edit the titles to make sure they're correct. Pros: Fast and easy to use; Live title function. Cons: iOS only. Best for: iOS users looking for fast, interactive,
Instagram-friendly editing software. Apple Clips Reviews: Check out Apple Clips User Reviews24. FilmoraGoAvailable for iOS and Android. Last but not least, we come to FilmoraGo. FilmoraGo is a solid video editing app without watermarks or paid subscriptions. Add music, transitions, and cut video clips from the app. You can easily add themes, text, and titles to your videos. There's a desktop version
starting at '44.99 per year, but you can still get a lot of editing pleasure from the free mobile app. Pros: Ideal for basic mobile video editing. Cons: Not quite as good as the desktop version. Best for: Add text, themes, and overlays to customize your videos. FilmoraGo Reviews: Check out FilmoraGo user reviewsUse the free video editing software in this list to start creating stunning videos today. Increase
your ROI and maximize your advertising spend by creating product videos and ads that visually appeal your brand. So let's summarize and take a look at the video editing software that best suits your needs. Which video editing software is best for beginners? Avidemux, Openshot, VideoPadWhat video editing software for advanced projects with 3D animation? BlenderWhat video editing software for 4K, HD
video projects? ShotcutWhat video editing software is best suited for Windows-based editing projects? VSDCWhat video editing software is best for Mac users starting video editing?iMovieWhat video editing software is best for video pleißs? Machete LiteWhat video editing software is best for uploading vlogs to YouTube? HitFilm ExpressWhat video editing software is best when you need to correct colors?
DaVinci ResolveWhat video editing software is best for modifying and converting videos, extracting audio from video clips and embedding videos in websites? FreemakeWhat mobile app to use when you need to edit a video quickly? Splice Adobe Premiere RushWhat mobile app is best suited for horizontal video recording? HorizonWhich Instagram video editing apps are the best for fast video editing?
Magisto, Apple ClipsWhich Instagram app is best suited to convert photos to video content? Boomerang, available on iOS and AndroidWhich Instagram video editing app is best to turn audio files into social shares? Anchor Video Maker, available on iOS and AndroidWhich Instagram video app is the best for recording time lapse? HyperlapseWhich Instagram video app is the best for adding text, themes,
and overlays to customizing videos? FilmoraGoTake FilmoraGoTake Take desktop, mobile, and Instagram videos to the next level by using these video editors to quickly achieve professional results. Happy editing! Would you like to know more? Do you have your own recommendations for the best video editing software? We would be happy to hear from you in the comments below. Below.
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